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Rebates have a strategic, large and relatively secret role in loyalty programs. As the secret 
weapon for some of today’s largest loyalty programs, rebate data—from opt-in to purchase—
can fuel your loyalty program. Especially today, with the speed at which technology disrupts 
traditional consumer patterns, it requires us to reconsider things we’ve long taken for granted. 

We believe it’s time to take a closer look at rebates, loyalty and the increasingly one-two 
relationship between smartphones and consumer engagement programs overall.

Smartphones are shifting the shopping landscape, turning typical consumers into more 
or less professional shoppers. Constantly connected, people today use their smartphones 
to quickly determine the optimal balance between price and quality, and then shop at any 
time they wish—they even shop while they’re shopping, purchasing something from your 
competitor while literally standing in your store.

This can leave traditional loyalty programs at a crossroads. With shopper sophistication 
constantly accelerating, expectations for what mobile should deliver are sky-high. 
Competition is immense, and loyalty programs will be challenged to get through the 
maelstrom of offers, promotions, shopping news and everything else. 

Rebates as a first step
What does all that have to do with rebates?

Rebates have been the secret tool in the loyalty space because they help achieve the number 
one goal of today’s consumer: NOW. Today, rewards and rebates can be granted in near real 
time, without the customer doing much more than purchasing and heading to a website on 
their phone. Rebates can play a vital role in acquiring new, deal-seeking customers who can 
also be auto-enrolled in a loyalty program during the rebate submission process. 

In fact, according to some of our recent research,* both loyalty programs and rebates remain 
popular with over two-thirds of our consumers. Almost three-quarters of those surveyed 
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belong to at least one loyalty program. However, asked where they obtain the greatest 
savings, loyalty ranked near the bottom. Meanwhile, rebates preference was strong among 
survey respondents: 68 percent find them attractive in-store, and 65 percent online.

Here was the interesting part. We asked respondents to choose between an instant discount 
and a larger rebate for 12 separate shopping categories. In all 12 cases, they not only 
preferred the rebate, but usually did so by approximately 2:1 margins. Combine that with 57 
percent saying they would like to redeem their rebates via smartphone, and you have both 
strong preference and ease of submission that wasn’t necessarily available before. With the 
popularity of both, marketers must ask—how do we connect the two?

As you know, it’s not difficult to get people to join a loyalty program. But programs are not 
ends in themselves. Ongoing engagement—via data acquisition—is the goal. Here’s how 
rebates can jump-start that process:

• Customers respond to the lowest price. Deliver via rebate and get data during the 
redemption process. 

• Ninety+ percent of consumers opt-in during the rebate process, giving you data, access  
and insights. 

Data as the second step
So rebates have their place. What then?

Mobile, the “strategic high ground in loyalty” as termed by Bond Brand Loyalty, will be the 
vehicle for driving engagement. All successful loyalty programs provide benefits, so the 
differentiator needs to be the overall reward experience. Good experience derives from 
personalization, and personalization derives from data, collected across all channels.

This personalization will be demonstrated by targeted, relevant messaging, real-time 
offers based on location in-store, or immediate reminders such as “That’s smoothie #10. 
Smoothie #11 is on us!” Such personalization results only from immense amounts of applied 
data, collected and shared across your organization, allowing you to expertly determine 
appropriate pricing, exclusive and timely offers, products and brands that meet wants and 
needs, later rewards based on in-store behavior, etc.

This is why mobile matters. It’s an on-the-spot conduit for intelligent content that gets directly 
to your customer when they have the entire digital world banging on their door.
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About Hawk Incentives

Hawk Incentives, a Blackhawk Network business, delivers incentive programs that build relationships with easy-
to-use platforms, global rewards and compelling program management. Our solutions include consumer, sales, 
channel and employee incentive programs. With a focus on access, ease, rewards and speed, we create a better 
incentive experience that helps our clients increase their results without increasing their investments.

To learn more about our products and solutions,  
please visit HawkIncentives.com.

The final step: Being where your customers are
Understanding how mobile technology drives rebates, loyalty platforms and rewards can 
give your programs an edge, turning them into fully integrated mobile promotions. Today, we 
can engage a customer on their phone, validate their purchase with easy mobile claiming and 
deliver virtual rewards that are provisioned to a wallet. 

The knowledge and wherewithal to not only tap into the mobile eco-system, but stand out in a 
digital environment, can separate your rebate and loyalty programs from the rest.

Originally published in COLLOQUY
* About the “How Women Shop: Shopping Habits of American Women” Report: The Where It’s At Shopper Study is an Internet-

based survey conducted by Hawk Incentives from April 9, 2015 to April 16, 2015. The sample size of 1,327 American female 
respondents, ages 18+ at the 95 percent confidence level would equate to + or – 3 percent margin of error had this been a 
random sample.


